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DESCRIPTION:
This course will examine the philosophical dimensions of prevailing Western

modes of medical treatment and biological research. Topics such as abortion,
euthanasia, genetic engineering, behavior control, experimentation on human
subjects, and the allocation of scarce or exotic resources to save lives will
be examined, with the aim of identifying and assessing ethical guidelines for
such practices.

OBJECTIVES:
1. To identify key philosophical components (concepts, principles and

theories) of significant real-world moral issues;
2. To analyze the meaning of these components, their assumptions and impli-

cations;
3. To identify, develop, and assess strategies for dealing with such pro-

blems, drawn from the law, medicine and philosophy;
4. To develop the general philosophical skills needed for conceptual

analysis; and
5. To develop the abilities to organize and express one's thoughts clearly

and coherently, both orally and in writing.

CONTENT:

Week Topic/Reading/Assignment

1 Introduction: discussion of course objectives and methods; survey and
discussion of class attitudes and beliefs.

2 Doing Philosophy: what to read for; how to take notes; writing essays;
assistance on seminar essays.
Reading: "Doing/Reading/Writing Philosophy" (xeroxed; all)

3-4 Basic Ethical Distinctions: distinguishing descriptive from normative
claims; prudence and ethics; theory and practice; justifications and
excuses; objective vs. subjective claims; intrinsic and instrumental
values; absolute and relative values.
Reading: "Basic Ethical Distinctions" (xeroxed; all)
Exercises: pp. 87-88 (xeroxed)
Selection of seminar topics by week 3



Content (Cont'd)

Week Topic/Reading/Assignment

5-6 General Discussion Issues: the doctor-patient relationship.
Reading: text, pp. 44-49,49-51,44-61,67-74,74-78,78-83.
FIRST Seminar papers due (Friday, class time)

7 General Discussion Issues Conclude: involuntary civil commitment
Reading: ext. pp. 247-248,251-256,258-266.

8 Seminars begin: human experimentation
Reading: Text, pp. 138-144,144-147,148-150,155-156,157-159,172-176,
195-196.
Videotape: "Human Experimentation"
Discussion questions due.

9 Seminars continue: euthanasia
Reading: Text, pp. 342-346,348-351,359-363,379-384,391-396.
Videotape "Terminal Illness"
SECOND seminar papers due (Friday, class time)

10 Seminars continue: abortion
Reading: Text, pp. 399-403,405-407,409-413,425-431
Discussion questions due.

11 Seminars continue: behavior control
Reading: Text, pp. 239-246,273-280,286-291,293-297.
Videotape: "Behavior Control"
Discussion questions due.
THIRD seminar papers due (Friday, class time)

12 Seminars continue: genetic engineering
Reading: Text, pp. 452-457,458-464,475-477,485-490,494-496.
Videotapes: "Genetic Engineering" and "Test Tube Babies"
Discussion questions due.

13 Seminars conclude: the allocation of resources
Reading: Text, pp. 516-522,523-530,531-537,544-549,559-560,
568-576,578-585.
Discussion questions due.

14-15 CONCLUSION: synthesis and course evaluation

METHODOLOGY:
Classes will center on lectures, seminars and discussion of issues and

viewpoints contained in text readings. Underlying concepts and principles will
be identified and analyzed through oral and written assignments. Students will
be expected to formulate and express specific, workable solutions to real-world
problems, and to defend their solutions through reasoned argument.

EVALUATION:
Major term assignments will consist of THREE seminar papers, to be presented

and discussed in class. (These may be done individually or in small study teams.)
In addition, students will be expected to prepare written discussion questions,
identifying philosophical aspects of the issue, on each seminar topic (excluding
their own). As this suggests, oral contribution will be an important aspect of
this course.



Evaluation (Cont'd)

These components will be weighted as follows:

20% FIRST seminar paper
30% SECOND seminar paper
30% THIRD seminar paper
10% written discussion questions
10% oral contribution

Late assignments/missed assignments: Because of the seminar nature of this
course, unless PRIOR approval is granted by the instructor late assignments
will NOT be accepted.

Attendance: At your discretion, but note that you are responsible for
all material presented in class.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

The following text is required for this course, and is available through
the campus bookstore:

Thomas A. Mappes and Jane S. Zembaty (eds), Biomedical Ethics, N.Y.,
McGraw-Hill,1981.

Supplementary material will be distributed in class or placed on reserve
at the library.
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